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Single-barrel single-shot

shotguns

Single — shot hunting single-shot shotguns are one  
of the classic and at the same time available hunting guns.  
Single-fire hunting is a real challenge to the shooter’s  
skills and luck, his weapons and ammunition. In addition, 
«single loaders» have minimal weight and dimensions  
among all hunting rifles, so they are perfect for the role  
of expeditionary rifles, which should be as easy as possible  
in a campaign, but at the same time universal, reliable,  
convenient in shooting and care.

All these characteristics are fully possessed by the MP-18 
shotguns, which lead their glorious pedigree from the popular 
Soviet shotgun Izh-18. These rifles can meet the needs  
of a wide variety of shooting groups, from newcomers  
to experienced masters of the same shot, nature lovers  
and professional travelers.
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The MP-18M shotgun is the heir to the popular Izh-18 shotgun, 
which was launched in 1964 and has gained wide popularity  
among several generations of hunters in our country and abroad.  
The rifle has undergone a significant modernization over the years, 
and today it is constructed using durable, modern materials while 
retaining the appearance of a traditional single-barrel hunting  
weapon. Simple and reliable design and affordable price, a wide  
range of designs and calibers make this shotgun an excellent choice 
for beginners as well as for real connoisseurs of traditional hunting, 
where everything is solved by one accurate shot.

MP-18
Baikal 

Classic single shot shotguns

01.

02.

03.

04.

Wooden or high-strength polymer handguard and buttstock

Reliable locking system with oscillating lever

Convenient position of the unlocking lever for quick recharging

Different sights, front sight + rear pillar or bar
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Baikal МР-18М-М
Cartridge

Barrel length

Weight

12/76; 16/70; 20/76; .410/76
725 mm; 710 mm; 660 mm
2,8 kg

Baikal МР-18ЕМ-М
A gun with an ejector throwing  
out a firing cartridge case.

Cartridge

Barrel length

Weight

12/76; 16/70; 20/76; .410/76
725 mm; 710 mm; 660 mm
2,8 kg
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Single-barrel multi-round

shotguns

Hunting is not an easy task, in which a lot depends not only  
on the skills of the shooter but also on his luck. Therefore,  
the ability to quickly make several sightseeing shots at one  
or more targets has always been especially appreciated  
by shooters. Baikal offers hunters and shooters a choice  
of weapons with manual pump-type reloading, as well  
as a wide range of semi-automatic or inertial shotguns. 

This allows any shooter to choose the type of weapon he likes 
most and which meets all his needs. Guns with manual reloading 
are completely insensitive to the charge and projectile charge  
in the cartridge, which allows the use of the widest range  
of cartridges, including relatively weak cartridges with rubber  
bullets. Self-loading rifles provide a higher rate of fire and offer  
a wide range of calibers, configurations and two popular  
automation options.
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Cartridge 

Magazine

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

12/76
4 cartridges
540 mm; 610 mm 
1035 mm; 1065 mm
2,9 kg 

Basic

characteristics
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The MP-135 shotgun with manual reload by moving fore-end  
(“pump” reload) is a convenient and reliable weapon suitable  
for any type of cartridges: from “light” sports and “rubber” cartridges 
with rubber buckshot to powerful “Magnums” for hunting any game. 
This shotgun will be a reliable companion for hunting or hiking,  
will ensure your safety and will allow you to enjoy any kind of shooting, 
available for smooth-barrel weapons.

MP-135
Baikal 

Pump-action shotgun

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.

Wooden buttstock with shock-absorbing gun head

Dovetail seat on the receiver for sighting brackets.

12/76 cartridge holder that allows the use of 70 mm or 76 mm cartridges

Reliable and fast manual recharging with moving handguard

Under-barrel tubular magazine

Set of replaceable muzzle narrowings included
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The MP-155 semi-automatic shotgun has been in production since 
2011 and is the most popular model among all the semi-automatic 
hunting rifles sold in Russia today. The gas-operated shotgun  
is a convenient and versatile weapon, suitable for use with a wide 
range of ammunition - from “light” sports charges to powerful  
“Magnum” cartridges for hunting any game. Automatic gas engine 
with automatic adjustment provides fast and confident reloading  
on any factory cartridges. The shotgun is available in two calibers  
and in a wide range of versions with different finishes and barrel 
lengths, which allows you to cover almost the entire range of hunting 
with smooth-bore weapons.

MP-155
Baikal 

Smooth-barreled semi-automatic  
shotgun for all kinds of hunting

Plastic Walnut Beech Camouflage
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Dovetail mount  

on the receiver for mounting 

the reticle brackets

Wooden or shock-resistant 

polymer handguard  

and buttstock

17

Under-barrel tubular 

magazine

Set of replaceable 

muzzle chokes  

included
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Baikal MP-155 Cartridge

Magazine

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

12/76; 20/76
4 cartridges
610; 660; 710; 750 mm
1285 mm (with barrel length 750 mm)

3,15 kg (with barrel length 750 mm) 
2,9 kg (20/76) 
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Baikal MP-155
Lancaster

Cartridge

Magazine

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

20/76
4 cartridges
610 mm
1145 mm
2,9 kg 

«Lancaster» barrel drilling, providing increased  
bullet firing rate

Baikal MP-155
Profi

Cartridge 

Magazine

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

12/76
4 Cartridgeа
710 mm; 750 mm
1285 mm (with barrel length 750 mm)

3,15 kg (with barrel length 750 mm)

Cerakote coating of the receiver, hand-cut fore-end  
and buttstock necks, and careful hand polishing  
of the barrel’s surface.
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Cartridge

Magazine

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

12/76
4 cartridges
710 mm
1240 mm
3,1 kg

Basic

characteristics
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The smooth-bore self-loading shotgun MP-156 is equipped with 
modern inertia-type automatics and is a convenient and versatile 
weapon suitable for using ammunition with a standard or extended 
Magnum type for hunting all kinds of game. The inertia automatics 
engine provides simplicity and ease of maintenance, a slight effort  
of raising a weapon, comfortable shooting.

MP-156
Baikal 

Smooth-bore self-loading  
inertia shotgun

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.

07.

08.

Buttstock with shock-absorbing gun head

Wooden handguard and buttstock

A set of interchangeable inserts for adjusting the outlet stock is in the kit

Dovetail seat on the receiver

Easy maintenance of the inertial motor

Chrome coating of the barrel channel and chamber

Under-barrel tubular magazine

Replaceable muzzle chokes
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Double-barreled shotguns 

with vertical barrels

Dual-barrel shotguns with vertical barrels are modern hunting 
classics that combine elegance, convenience, and the ability  
to quickly fire two shots at a target. Modern Baikal vertical 
shotguns combine time-tested design with modern materials 
and technological solutions. A wide range of calibers,  
trigger options, ejector versions and versions with or without 
ejectors allow most hunters to choose the gun that best suits 
their needs and habits. In addition, the range of double barrel 
shotguns with vertical barrels is available in conventional  
or improved finishes, with classic wooden or modern  
polymeric stock.
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PlasticWalnut Beech 
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The MP-27 shotgun is a development of the popular IZH-27  
hunting shotgun, which was launched in 1973 and has gained  
popularity among several generations of hunters in our country  
and abroad. The rifle has undergone a major modernization over  
the years, and today it is constructed using durable, modern materials 
while retaining the appearance of a classic double barrel shotgun  
with a vertical barrel block. The simple and robust construction,  
the wide range of versions and calibers make this rifle an excellent 
choice for beginners as well as for the real connoisseurs  
of dual-barrel shotgun hunting.

МР-27
Baikal 

Traditional double-barreled hunting 
shotgun with vertical barrels



Baikal MP-27M
Cartridge 

Barrel length

Weight

12/76; 16/70
710; 725; 750 mm
3,6 kg (12/76) 

26 27

Baikal МР-27ЕМ

Cartridge

Barrel length

Weight

12/76
725; 750 mm
3,6 kg (12/76) 

The gun with the selective type of ejector – 
throws out only the cartridge case

Baikal МР-27ЕМ-1С

Cartridge

Barrel length

Weight

12/76; 16/70; 20/76
675; 710; 725 mm
3,3 kg (20/76); 3,6 kg (12/76) 

Modification with ejector and single  
trigger mechanism
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Double-barreled

shotguns with

horizontal barrels

Double-barreled shotguns shotguns with horizontal barrels  
are classic hunting guns that still have their appeal. Elegant  
profile, simple shapes and robust construction are combined  
with a wide range of finishes and calibers. For true connoisseurs, 
we offer an option of an open trigger shotgun that combines  
the classic image of a shotgun with modern materials, reliability, 
and safety. Double-barreled shotguns with horizontal barrels  
are also available in luxury versions with improved or artistic finish.
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The MR-43 shotgun is a development of the popular IZH-43 hunting 
shotgun, which was launched in 1986 and has gained wide popularity 
among several generations of hunters in our country and abroad.  
Winner of the competition “100 best goods of Russia” in 2004.

The shotgun is constructed using durable, modern materials  
and retains the look of a classic dual-barrel shotgun with a horizontal  
barrel block. Simple and reliable construction and affordable price,  
a wide range of designs and calibers make this shotgun an excellent 
choice for beginners as well as for real hunters with a classic  
double-barrel shotgun. The shotgun is produced in a wide range  
of versions, which differ in trigger mechanisms, finishing  
and barrel length.

МР-43
Baikal 

Classic double-barreled  
hunting shotgun
with horizontal barrels
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Baikal МР-43Е

Cartridge 

Barrel length

Weight

12/76; 16/70; 20/76
510 mm; 710 mm; 725 mm; 750 mm
3,65 kg (with a barrel length of 750 mm)

Version with ejector that extracts  
an empty shell

33

Baikal МР-43
Cartridge 

Barrel length

Weight

12/76; 16/70; 20/76
510 mm; 710 mm; 725 mm; 750 mm
3,65 kg (with a barrel length of 750 mm)

Baikal МР-43Е-1С

Cartridge 

Barrel length

Weight

12/76; 16/70; 20/76
660 mm; 710 mm; 725 mm; 750 mm
3,65 kg (with a barrel length of 750 mm)

Version with ejector and single trigger
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IZH-43K appeared in 1994 as a response to the need of russian 
hunters for a traditional dual-barreled riffle with external pulling  
of the trigger. In 2000 it was replaced by the IZH-43KH variant, 
 which is now produced under the designation MP-43KN. 

The design of this shotgun provides safety and ease of use  
by ensuring that the trigger can be pulled without opening the gun.  
It features reduced opening force and increased operational  
safety. Pulling of the triggers without opening the barrel ensures  
safety, which is important when running hunting, riding, and transport.

The MR-43KN is the only commercially available hunting weapon  
with triggers in Russia.

МР-43КН
Baikal 

Classic double-barreled hunting 
shotgun with horizontal barrels  
and external triggers

35
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01

02

03

04

Basic

characteristics

Cartridge 

Barrel length

Weight

12/70
510 mm; 725 mm
3,4 kg 

37

МР-43КН
Baikal 

01.

02.

03.

04.

.

Wooden handguard and buttstock 

Reliable system with locking on two barrel-mounted hooks with Perdé frame

Sights with ventilated bar and front sight

Chrome barrel and chamber channels
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Rifles  

and combined Rifles

The assortment of rifled hunting carbines and combined rifles  
by Baikal allows you to go on most of the hunting with rifled  
weapons in Russia. The latest Baikal 145 Los carbines provide  
hunters with excellent performance characteristics, modern  
ergonomics, easy installation of telescopic sights and muzzle  
devices. The Baikal 141 Sobol and MP-161 semi-automatic rifles 
with manual reload and free-floating automatic rifles, respectively, 
complement this family.MR-94 combines rifles allow to get universal 
«expeditionary» or commercial weapons, suitable for hunting various 
kinds of game, reliable and unpretentious. A distinctive feature  
of the Baikal hunting carbines is their strong and precise  
radial-compression barrels with chrome plating of the barrel  
and cartridge, which reliably protects the barrel from corrosion  
and increases its service life.
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Upper barrel cartridge

Lower barrel cartridge

Barrel length 

Total length

Weight

12/76
223 Rem; 308 Win; 7,62x54 R;  
30-06 Spring; 7,62x39
600 mm
1050 mm
3,8 kg

Basic

characteristics

41

Double-barreled combined gun

The model is developed on the basis of MP-27M. The lower  
location of the rifled barrel provides the possibility of using  
powerful cartridges. It is possible to set up different permanent  
muzzle choke of the smooth barrel. Handguard and buttstock  
are made of walnut or beech. Sights: open sights with horizontally 
adjustable pillar and vertically adjustable front sight. Has a bar  
for mounting the telescope sight.

Additional features:

• replaceable blocks of smooth barrels;

• interchangeable muzzle choke.

МР-94
Baikal 
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Combined shotgun with a smooth
and rifled barrel

The double-barreled combined gun MR-94 was created on the basis 
of the popular hunting rifle MP-27 with a vertical block of barrels.  
The upper arrangement of the rifled barrel provides the convenience 
of reloading with a small-caliber cartridge.

МР-94
Baikal 

01.

02. 

03.

Trigger mechanism with two triggers

Reliable safety devices that exclude a shot when the barrel is unlocked  

or when the trigger is not pressed

Detachable weapon barrel

Sever

43

02 03

01

Basic

characteristics

Upper barrel cartridge

Lower barrel cartridge

Barrel length 

Total length

Weight

22 LR; 5,6x39 
20/76
600 mm
1050 mm
3,0 kg
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Basic

characteristics

Cartridge 

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

223 Rem; 308 Win; 7,62х54 R;  
7,62x39; 9х19; 9х18
600 mm
1015 mm
2,9 kg 

04

03

01

02

PlasticBirchWalnut 45

Сlassic single-shot carbine  
for all types of hunting

MP-18MH
Baikal 

01.

02.

03.

04.

Wooden or high-strength polymer handguard and buttstock

Convenient position of the unlocking lever for quick recharging

Reliable locking system with oscillating lever

Open sights with horizontally adjustable pillar and vertically adjustable front sight
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Kipplauf

The Baikal 121 Lis single shot hunting carbine is based  
on the popular MP-18M smoothbarrel shotgun. Simple and reliable 
design, high-quality radial compression of barrels, a wide range  
of designs and calibers make this kipplauf an excellent choice  
for beginners and true connoisseurs of traditional hunting,  
where everything is solved with one accurate shot.

121 Lis
Baikal 
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Basic

characteristics

Cartridge 

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

308 Win
600 mm
1015 mm
3,2 kg 

03

05 04

01
02

Walnut 49

121 Lis
Baikal 

01.

02.

03.

04.

05. 

Wooden or high-strength polymer handguard and buttstock

Convenient position of the unlocking lever for quick recharging

Reliable locking system with oscillating lever

Open sights with horizontally adjustable pillar and vertically adjustable front sight

Picatinny base on upper receiver for optic sight
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The Baikal 141 Sobol small-bore rifle is based on the BI-7-2 sports 
rifle. The slug cartridges used for firing are 5.6 mm (.22 LR) ring  
ignition cartridges. The thickened barrel, obtained by radial  
compression, provides high accuracy. The rifle is designed  
to be easily and quickly reloaded.

141 Sobol
Baikal 

Small-bore hunting rifle  
with quick manual reload
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Baikal 141 Sobol
01.

02.

03.

04.

05. 

Locking the barrel channel with a crank locking mechanism

Detachable box magazines made of durable polymer

Mechanical sight with settings for 25 and 75 meters

Unde Mike type swivel bases

Picatinny base on upper receiver for optic sight

Cartridge

Magazine

Barrel length 

Total length

Weight

.22 LR
5 cartridges
500 mm
1060 mm
3,5 kg

Basic

characteristics

01 0305

02

04
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Baikal 141 Sobol
Version with shortened barrel (371 mm)  
and laminated-wood thumbhole stock

Cartridge

Magazine

Barrel length

Total length 

Weight

.22 LR
5 cartridges
371 mm 
850 mm
3,8 kg

Basic

characteristics
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The Baikal 145 Moose hunting rifle is available in two versions:  
with short (223 Rem and similar lengths) or standard (308 Win)  
receiver and shutter. The rifle combines traditional shapes  
with modern technology and materials and uses manual rotary  
bolt reloading and reliable magazines.

145 Los
Baikal 

Classic hunting rifle  
with manual reload

55
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02

05

07

03

01

04

06

08

Cartridge

Magazine

Barrel length 

Total length

Weight

223 Rem; 308 Win
3 Cartridge
550 mm
1060 mm
3,4 kg

Basic

characteristics

57

01.

02.

03.

 
04.

05.

06.

07.

 
08.

Walnut, beech or laminate stock

Picatinny base on upper receiver for optic sight

Bolt with three radial lugs provides more reliable locking and faster reloading,  

opening angle is 60 degrees

The barrel is freely hung, the receiver is installed in the stock

Chrome-coated barrel channel and chamber

Unde Mike type swivel bases on the stock

Mechanical sights with height-adjustable front sight and horizontally  

adjustable pillar

M15x1 (right) threads are made on the muzzle part of the barrel for installation  

of replaceable muzzle devices

145 Los
Baikal 

Classic bolt-action hunting rifle with two barrel options: chrome-lined 
and non-chrome lined
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Cartridge

Магазин

Barrel length

Total length

Weight

.22 LR
9 Cartridgeов
500 mm
1000 mm
2,9 kg

Basic

characteristics

59

Self-loading small-bore carbine
The self-loading small-bore carbine Baikal 161 Manul is distinguished 
by its original modern design and construction

MP-161K
Baikal 
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Cartridge

Магазин

Barrel length 

Total length

Weight

.22 LR
9 Cartridgeов
500 mm
1000 mm
3,6 kg

Basic

characteristics

02

04
05

07

01

03

06

08
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01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

 
06.

07.

 
08.

161 Manul
Baikal 

Buttstock made of wood or impact-resistant polymer

Trigger mechanism with signal of the trigger

Simple and reliable automation with free shutter

Picatinny base on receiver for auxiliary devices

Mechanical sights with height-adjustable front sight and horizontally  

adjustable pillar

Detachable box magazines

Right-hand M15x1 muzzle thread for adjustable muzzle device  

(flash suppressor, muzzle brake)

Unde Mike type swivel bases on the stock 

Self-loading small-bore carbine



PISTOLS



Sport guns

First small bore pistols for training were designed at IMZ during the 
Great Patriotic War, and were based on the TT pistol. Later one IMZ 
produced famous target pistols such as Margolin MTs1 and MTsM, 
Izh-1, Izh-HR-30, Izh-34. Today «Kalashnikov» group offers sport 
pistols for Olympic shooting disciplines and ISSF disciplines as well 
as for practical shooting under IPSC rules. Also are offered sport and 
training versions o �he Makarov pistol, suitable for training of pri-
vate guards and law enforcement officers, and for use during special 
competitions. Sport guns from Baikal and AK brands is renowned 
by their high performance; for example, MP-35M pistol was used 
to win 12 Olympic, world and European prizes, including five Gold 
ones, plus two World Cup wins.
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МР-446С
VIKING-M
Semi-automatic pistol
for practical shooting

■

■

■

■

■

 
■

Strong all-steel design for long service life

Modern ergonomics

Double stack, single feed magazines

Compatible with earlier double stack, double feed magazines

Front and rear sight are dovetailed into the slide and slots  

are compatible with Glock sights

Picatinny rail below the barrel

MP-446C Viking-M pistol is based on the military issue Yarygin 
handgun, and is intended for training and practical sport shooting. 
Pistol features strong, all-steel construction and uses recoil operated, 
locked breech action. Trigger is of double action type, with exposed 
hammer and ambidextrous frame mounted safety.

67

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

9х19 mm Luger

120 mm

206х150х38 mm

1,2 kg

16 rounds

Basic
characteristics
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442
Baikal 

Semi-automatic pistol
for practical shooting

Baikal 442 pistol is based on the legendary Makarov PM  
handgun, and is intended for training and practical sport shooting.  
Pistol features strong, all-steel construction and uses simple  
blowback action.

Trigger is of double action type, with exposed hammer and slide 
mounted safety / decocker.

■

■

■

■

■

Strong all-steel design for long service life

Simple and reliable blowback action

Fixed iron sights

Versions with single or double stack magazines (8 or 10/12 rounds capacity)

On specialorder a side-mounted magazine latch can be installed

69

Basic
characteristics

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

9х18 mm Makarov

93,5 mm

161х127х35 mm

0,73 kg

8/10/12 rounds
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Service
weapons

Service weapons are intended for use by certified personnel  
of private security organizations, money transportation services 
and other private businesses that are allowed to arm their  
personnel. Service pistols by Baikal are based on proven  
and highly reliable Makarov pistol system.

Offers include pistols chambered for 9x17mm ammunition,  
as well as for special less-lethal ammunition with rubber bullets.
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МР-71
Semi-automatic service pistol 
based on Makarov PM

MP-71 pistol is based on the legendary Makarov PM handgun,  
and is intended for use by certified personnel of private security  
organizations, money transportation services and otherspecialized 
services with weaponpermits.

Strong all-steel design for long service life

Simple and reliable blowback action

Hammer fired double action trigger

Safety with automatic decocking function

Fixed iron sights

Adjustable rear sight is available on special order

Versions with single or double stack magazines (8 or 10 rounds capacity)

On specialorder a side-mounted magazine latch can be installed

On specialorder a laser aiming module can be installed

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
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Basic
characteristics

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

9х17 mm Kurz

93,5 mm

161х127х30,5 mm

0,73 kg

8/10 rounds
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Basic
characteristics

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

10х23Т

93,5 mm

162х127х31 mm

0,63 kg

8 rounds
75

МР-471
Semi-automatic service less lethal
pistol based on Makarov PM

MP-471 pistol is based on the legendary Makarov handgun,  
and is intended for use by certified personnel of private security 
organizations, money transportation services and other specialized 
services with weapon permits. It is a less lethal weapon which  
fires special ammunition with rubber bullets.

■

■

■

■

■

Strong all-steel design for long service life

Simple and reliable blowback action

Hammer fired double action trigger

Safety with automatic decocking function

Fixed iron sights
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Less-lethal
weapons

Less-lethal weapons, also known as «traumatic» guns, are intended 
for personal self-defense of ordinary citizens against violent crime. 
Those guns use various types of «non-penetrating» bullets, made 
from elastic materials. Gun design preclude use of ammunition  
with non-deforming, hard projectiles, or conversions to fire live  
military ammunition. Lesslethal guns are based on proven  
and tested designs such as Makarov PM and Yarygin PYa,  
as well as PSM sub-compact pistol. This ensures high reliability  
and performance, as well as wide choice of accessories,  
such as holsters and a�er-market grip panels.
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Basic
characteristics

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

9 mm РА

85 mm

158х120х20 mm

0,46 kg

6 rounds

79

18Compact less-lethal pistol
based on PSM

МР-78-9ТМ

MP-78-9TM less lethalpistol is based on the PSM and is optimized 
for concealed carry for personal self defense. It features an all-steel 
design, has minimal thickness and allows use of various less-lethal 
cartridges of 9PA type with rubber bullets.

■

■

■

■

Thin, no-snag design

Simple and reliable blowback action

Double-action trigger

Safety with automatic decocking function
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Basic
characteristics

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

9 mm РА

93,5 mm

162х127х31 mm

0,68 kg

8 rounds

81

Less-lethal pistol
based on Makarov PM

МР-79-9ТМ

MP-79-9TM less lethal pistol is based on the Makarov PM and is well 
suited for concealed carry for personal self defense. It features  
an all-steel design and allows use of various less-lethal cartridges  
of 9PA type with rubber bullets.

■

■

■

■

Simple and reliable blowback action

Double-action trigger

Safety with automatic decocking function

Compatible with many accessories available for PM
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Less-lethal pistol based on Makarov PM
for high performance ammunition

МР-80-13Т

MP-80-13 less lethal pistol is based on the Makarov PM and is well 
suited for concealed carry for personal self defense. It features  
an all-steel design and allows use of various less-lethal cartridges  
of 13-mm caliber with rubber bullets.

Double-action trigger

Simple and reliable blowback action

Safety with automatic decocking function

Compatible with many accessories available for PM

■

■

■

■
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Basic
characteristics

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

45 Rubber

93,5 mm

162х127х30,5 mm

0,73 kg

6 rounds
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Less-lethal pistol
based on modern Yarygin pistol

MP-353
MP-356

Less-lethal semi-automatic pistols MP-353 and MP-356  
are based on the military issue Yarygin pistol. They are built  
using strong polymers and high gradesteel. Pistols are designed  
to fire less-lethal ammunition .45 Rubber and 10x28T.

■

■

■

■

■

Simple and reliable blowback action

Double action trigger

Ambidextrous safety

Magazine release button can be set on either side

Picatinny rail on the frame for installation of laser sight or flashlight

85
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МР-353

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

.45 Rubber

112 mm

198х145х38 mm

0,9 kg

9 rounds

87

МР-356

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

10х28Т

112 mm

198х145х38 mm

0,9 kg

10 rounds
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Sound signal
and blank-firing
guns

Signal and blank-firing guns from Baikal are based on real  
military weapons and is available for purchase without  
any licensing or registration. It is best suited for use in movies, 
theater performances, historical reconstructions, as well  
as for collecting and basic military training.

Design of these weapons precludes any use of projectile-firing 
ammunition and conversions for firing live ammunition.  
For imitation of firing those guns use blank cartridges  
or shotgun primers, loaded into special adapters.
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Basic
characteristics

Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

Gevelot-N primers

93,5 mm

162х127х31 mm

0,73 kg

8 rounds
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Sound signal pistol
based on Makarov PM

МР-371

MP-371 signal pistol is based on Makarov PM and is a fully authentic 
copy, including functioning of all major parts and mechanisms.  
For immitation of gun shots it is loaded with Gevelot type primers, 
inserted into special cartridge adapters.

Purpose: sound signals.

■

■

■

■

Manual operation

Double action trigger

Compatible with PM holsters and other accessories

Sold without any licenses or registration
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Blank-firing Makarov pistol

Р-411
P-411 blank firing pistol is based on Makarov PM  
and is a fully authentic copy, including functioning  
of all major parts and mechanisms. Its design precludes  
use of any live ammunition or conversions to fire  
such ammunition.

Purpose: collecting, movie and theatrical performances,  
basic weapon training.

Simple and reliable blowback action

Double action trigger

Strong all-metal design

Compatible with PM holsters and other accessories

Easily available 10TK blank ammunition

Sold without any licenses or registration

■

■

■

■

■

■
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Ammunition

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

Magazine capacity

10ТК

93,5 mm

161х127х30,5 mm

0,78 kg

8 rounds

Basic
characteristics



Deactivated training version  
of МР-446С Viking pistol

Р-446

Barrel length

Dimensions

Weight

120 mm

206х150х38 mm

1,2 kg

Basic
characteristics
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